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1 Introduction

Social media services are used every day by hundreds of millions, or even more. How-

ever, beside the values these services give to humanity, social media also serves as an

optimal platform for all kinds of surveillance activities, as members can snoop upon each

other, commercial parties can access vast amounts of private data, and as recent events

con�rm [1], government surveillance is also present as well. Social networks are de�nitely

one of the key ingredients in shaping our societies today, accelerating the shift from infor-

mation societies to surveillance societies [2].

Due to the variety of privacy problems emerging in social networks [3, 4], there is also

myriad of related privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs). One of the most challenging

tasks is to make identi�cation with structural properties of nodes cumbersome, or even

impossible. There are solutions aiming to solve this by proposing replacement of centralized

social networks with distributed platforms or modify the functionality social networks in

fundamental ways, eventually requiring the migration of users to novel services to maintain

their privacy (e.g., to distributed social networks such as Diaspora [5]). Another line of

research constructs techniques that could be put into use by social network providers to

release meaningful but still private data (e.g., by using di�erential privacy [6]).

However, we need solutions that can be adopted gradually, thus allow contacting others

who have not yet taken steps to strengthen their privacy, but yet enhance the users' privacy.

Most large social network providers can be forced to handle user data out to governments,

and cannot be accounted for how they share user data with third parties. Therefore, the

control of anonimization need to lie in the hand of the users � even if we could assume

that centralized data sanitization would be possible with an acceptable trade-o� between

utility and privacy.

In addition, there are several systems, where connections between entities are not con-

sidered as an explicit feature, while this kind of meta-data yet provides means of identi�ca-

tion. Such attacks have been demonstrated for location privacy, where it has been shown

that co-location information in spatio-temporal dataset can be used to reconstruct the

underlying social network, and �nally structural information crawled from social networks

can be used to identify users [7�10]. These and similar cases yield for solutions described

above, where the privacy control lies in the hands of users.
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2 Motivation

Datasets are usually protected by naive anonimization when shared with business or

research partners: explicit identi�ers are removed (such as names, user ids or email ad-

dresses), and the graph structure is slightly perturbed (e.g., a small fraction of edges are

removed or added). Unfortunately, naive data anonymization techniques cannot provide

an acceptable level of protection, as several works have proven that nodes in sanitizated

datasets can be re-identi�ed with high accuracy [8, 10�19]. Most of these methods are ca-

pable of achieving large-scale re-identi�cation of social datasets consisting even of hundred

thousand records (or more).

In particular, in my work I consider a strong class of attacks, where de-anonymization

is executed by using structural information only [8,10�15]. The following example demon-

strates the core principles of these attacks, when identities that were not present in the

original datset are recovered [10, 12]. It also gives an insight of the privacy threat when

co-location information in spatio-temporal datasets (like mobility traces or check-ins) are

converted into a social network graphs [20] to be re-identi�ed as a social network.

Let us consider an attacker who obtains spatio-temporal data as given in Fig. 1a. For

example, the attacker could buy this data from a Wi� service provider of a small city, who

intentionally collects device identi�ers that pass by their access points placed at di�erent

locations (e.g., smartphones with Wi� turned on). After buying the dataset, the attacker

can create an anonymous social graph as Fig. 1b based on the co-occurences of each

identi�er at the same place and time slot. From a business point of view, the resulting

dataset would be even more valuable for the adversary if it could label each node with a

publicly known identity.

After crawling social relations from another source, for instance from a publicly avail-

able online social networking site (including only users who claim to live in that small city),

the re-identi�cation process can be done by the attacker in two steps. The background

knowledge, or auxiliary dataset is shown in Fig. 1c. First, the attacker can search for

nodes with outstanding properties, like using node degree as in this case. By searching

for unique, high degree nodes the attacker can create a re-identi�cation match between

the nodes vDave ↔ v3 and vFred ↔ v2. As no more of such mappings can be found, next

nodes related to existing mapped ones can be re-identi�ed. For example, vHarry has two

connections (which is not unique globally), and he is connected to both vDave, vFred; this

boils down choices to the re-identi�cation mapping of vHarry ↔ v1.

After deriving conclusions from the results of the attack, the attacker can now mali-

ciously use the fact that Harry visited the hospital for several hours, such as blackmailing
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Figure 1: For example, an attacker can buy anonymized spatio-temporal data for business analysis (a),
from which co-occurences can be used to reconstruct a possible underlying social network (b). Next,
structural information crawled from a public social networking site (c) can be used to re-identify nodes in
the sanitized dataset.

Harry with publishing this information among his friends or employer, or can be used for

sending unsolicited advertisements with personally-tailored content.

In order to remedy the present situation, the analysis of a user centered technique is in

the focus of my dissertation, called identity separation. This technique could be applied to

existing services without modi�cation of the service itself, even without getting the consent

of the service provider, and can be deployed gradually. Identity separation is based on the

concept how we use our real identities in everyday life: we share di�erent information in

di�erent situations and with di�erent acquaintances [21]. This can also be applied to social

networks to segregate information with di�erent groups of contacts.

Returning to the previous example, identity separation could be applied by using di�er-

ent identi�ers in di�erent contexts, e.g., changing the MAC, or using di�erent user names

for check-in services. For example, Harry could change his MAC address when arriving at

the hospital (or turn o� wireless totally), in order to avoid this information being linked

to his identity.

3 Research objectives

Structural re-identi�cation of social networks is a rather new and actively researched

area within the �eld of social network privacy. The �rst and yet state-of-the-art attack that

enabled large-scale re-identi�cation of sanitized social networks was designed by Narayanan

and Shmatikov in 2009 [12], opening up several new lines of research (later it is also referred

as Nar09). In my thesis I deal with the following problems, of which all are related to
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structural re-identi�cation attacks.

Problem Set 1. Analysis of re-identi�cation algorithms. Several areas need further

research related to these attacks, and I focused on two issues related to my work: on

measuring anonymity and initialization of attacks. In the �rst case my goal was to reveal

how anonymity could be measured respecting these attacks, as setting up and measuring

anonymity sets in this case cannot be done by trivial means. In the second case, my goal

was to determine how seeding a�ects the overall performance of the attack. Works in the

literature used several methods for initialization, but there was no conclusive analysis that

could help in di�erentiating between them.

Problem Set 2. Evaluation of identity separation as a tool for defeating de-

anonymization attacks. Identity separation seems to be a suitable privacy-enhancing tech-

nique within the current context. However, it is essential to provide a validation to see

if it is suitable against re-identi�cation. Here, my goal was to answer two key questions.

Primarily, under what conditions and with which strategy it is possible to defeat the attack

on the network level? Then what is the privacy loss of the participating users?

Problem Set 3. Evaluation of individual strategies for the minimization of informa-

tion disclosure. Even if turns out that stopping the attack is feasible in a given context, a

user could decide that he would rather aim for individual privacy protection. Several issues

emerge in this problem set. Are there feasible strategies providing data minimization if

only a few users adopt it? If yes, can an adversary somehow reverse the identity separation

process, and link partial identities to a public identity? Beside answering these questions,

I also aim to �nd strategies that provide theoretical guarantees.

4 Methodology

I used simulation experiments in my dissertation, as this approach is the typical tool

used in the �eld of the analysis of privacy issues in social networks. Besides, I also applied

analytic solutions to some problems as well. As there are no datasets providing enough

details for modeling identity separation (and obtaining one is beyond the scope of the

current work), I designed a behavior model that could be used in both analytic and ex-

perimental cases. I also provided the necessary details for maintaining the repeatability of

my simulation experiments, which were carefully selected to exclude possible biases, e.g.,

due to network structure or the number of experiments. I used simulation experiments

in all three Problem Sets. In Problem Set 2, I used statistics and numerical analysis for

analyzing failure probability of the attacker. In Problem Set 3, I developed an anonymity

scheme based on the concept of the k-anonymity model [22]. I also used statistics and
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game theory for researching suitable privacy-enhancing strategies.

5 New results

In simulation experiments I used two measures for assessing the extent of what the

attacker could learn from an attack. The recall rate re�ects the extent of re-identi�cation,

describing success from an attacker point of view (i.e., breaching network privacy). This

itself can be used due to small error rates. As identity separation is an individual informa-

tion hiding tool, the quantity of information the attacker gained access to should also be

concerned, which is quanti�ed by the disclosure rate. This describes an overall protection

e�ciency from a user point of view.

5.1 Analysis of Structural Re-identi�cation Algorithms

I studied important properties of structural re-identi�cation attacks that bear greater

importance for my research. I proposed a class of anonymity measures that can be used

within the current context, and then evaluate instances of this anonymity class for the

Nar09 attack. These measures show which nodes are important in the network: these are

the ones that are likely to be re-identi�ed by an attacker. I argued the importance of

seeding, which I characterized for multiple cases for the Nar09 algorithm how initialization

e�ects the overall performance of the algorithm.

Thesis Group 1. I analyzed structural re-identi�cation attacks. I proposed a family of

anonymity measures called Local Topological Anonymity (LTA), and showed that both a

given LTA variant and node degree can e�ectively show which nodes are more likely to

be re-identi�ed by the state-of-the-art attack. With the same attack, I characterized the

importance of seeding and showed how di�erent methods signi�cantly bias overall results.

Thesis 1.1. I proposed a family of measures called Local Topological Anonymity (LTA),

that enable the relative assessment of the risk of re-identi�cation for a single node. I

showed that there is a particular variant called LTAA which provided values that had strong

rank correlation with node re-identi�cation rates for the state-of-the-art and Grasshopper

attacks.

Related publications: [C3,J2,J3]

Large-scale structural re-identi�cation attacks compare nodes against their 2-

neighborhoods in their local re-identi�cation phase, therefore, the more similar a node
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is to its neighborhood, the lower chance it has for being re-identi�ed. This property need

to be captured by anonymity measures, which I introduced as Local Topological Anonymity

(LTA).

De�nition 1. A Local Topological Anonymity measure is a function, denoted as LTA(·),
which represents the hiding ability of a node in a social network graph against attacks

considering solely the structural properties of the node limited to its d-neighborhood1.

Nodes are compared to their neighbors by using structural similarity functions, which

can be measured in many ways. Nar09 compares the sets of neighbors of nodes (of Gsrc)

to the neighbors of their friends-of-friends (in Gtar). While in other attacks this could be

done otherwise, the concept of LTA need to be easily adoptable for these cases. Thus an

LTA variant adopted to a given attack can be de�ned as follows:

De�nition 2. A Local Topological Anonymity measure variant α is a function, denoted

as LTAα(·), which is an LTA measure that is based on the node �ngerprint function fα(·)
representing the structural �ngerprint of a node in a social network graph.

I proposed three variants based on CosSim(·) (which is used for similarity measurement

in Nar09, and can be replaced for other algorithms). LTAA speci�es the average similarity

of a node compared to others in its 2-neighborhood (i.e., friends-of-friends):

LTAA(vi) =
∑
∀vk∈V 2

i

CosSim(vi, vk)

|V 2
i |

, (1)

LTAB uses a di�erent normalization scheme than LTAA, i.e., the degree of the node,

but at least two. LTAC further divides LTAA with the standard deviation of the di�erence

in degree values between vi and members of V 2
i , which is the set of the neighbors within

two hops. Formulas of these measures are provided in the dissertation.

I compared the re-identi�cation results of the state-of-the-art on perturbed datasets

originated from multiple networks, where I applied the Spearman's rank correlation (de-

noted as ρS) [23] of node re-identi�cation rates and their LTA values. An acceptable LTA

measure should have a correlation value that has an absolute value close to one. Finally,

from the three proposed variant LTAA turned out to have best correlation results. Results

are shown in Fig. 2.

1In my work I used d = 2 as using larger distances are not feasible due to small network diameter.
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Figure 2: Comparison of LTA variants with di�erent perturbation settings, and their relation to recall.
Measures LTAA and LTAdeg both have the most competitive correlation values.
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Thesis 1.2. I showed that node degree (LTAdeg) is an e�cient, easy to calculate alter-

native for LTAA. I additionally showed how degree distribution of networks determines

which metric should be used for the state-of-the-art attack: LTAdeg in networks where the

proportion of low degree nodes are relatively high, and LTAA in others.

Related publications: [J2,J3]

Node degree is an important property regarding re-identi�cation rates, and according

to my measurements, Nar09 is biased to re-identify nodes with higher degree. For example,

in a measurement less than 20% of nodes with deg(v) ≤ 3 were correctly re-identi�ed, while

this was around 80% for high degree nodes. Therefore, in my dissertation, I additionally

proposed to evaluate node degree as an anonymity measure. This is denoted as LTAdeg.

Results in Fig. 2 show that node degree also provides promising correlation values.

Correlation values of LTAdeg were higher in some networks than LTAA; however, di�er-

ences turned out to be consistent depending on the degree distribution of the network for

the state-of-the-art attack. In my dissertation, I showed that there is a signi�cant overlap

(ca. 80%) between the nodes highlighted by top degree and bottom LTAA. Furthermore,

I showed that biases occur respecting the network structure: LTAA provided higher cor-

relation in networks where degree distribution is shifted towards having more high degree

nodes. Further details are provided in my dissertation.

Thesis 1.3. For the state-of-the-art algorithm, I characterized the importance of initializa-

tion. I showed how the maximum number of re-identi�ed nodes can depend on the seeding

method and its parameters. I have characterized how the minimum number of seed nodes

depends on network properties and the seeding method. I also characterized seed stability

and showed that even an extremely low number of seed nodes can also lead to large-scale

propagation.

Related publications: [C1]

Related to the e�ect of seeding on propagation, Narayanan and Shmatikov highlight in

[12] that seeding has a phase transition property regarding the number of seeds [24]: at some

point while increasing the number of seeds, there is only a little di�erence when the output

of propagation rises signi�cantly, reaching the maximum. They also note (without details)

that transition boundaries depend from networks structure and seeding method. Seeding

stability is also mentioned in their paper as the probability of large-scale propagation with

respect to the number of seeds. However, beside these suggestions (lack signi�cant details)

most related works do not justify the seeding method they use.

The phase transition property and several other properties of seeding are illustrated

in Fig. 4. In my dissertation I showed that global properties of the seed nodes (e.g.,
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Figure 4: Di�ering characteristics of seeding strategies depending on seed size (here the network consists
of ca. 10k nodes).

having high degree or high betweenness value), the relation between seed nodes (e.g.,

clique structure or neighbors only) determine the number of minimum required seed set

size for large-scale re-identi�cation. In addition, large-scale propagation is not always

possible with reasonable seed sizes for some methods, e.g., Fig. 4 also shows this for lcc.

More details are provided in my dissertation.

5.2 Evaluation of Identity Separation

The concept of how identity separation could be used in social network based services

is introduced in [C7, C8], and in my work I used a statistical model capturing possible

user behaviors in four sub-models that was originally published in [J4]. These modeling

issues are described in details in the dissertation; however, from a bird's-eye view, it works

as follows. A user vn creates Y = y new (externally unlinkable) identities and sorts

the original edges (contacts) among the new identities. The proposed identity separation

models di�er in that if duplicating (adding an edge to multiple identities) and deleting

(edge anonymization) edges are allowed or not.

This leads to four possible sub-models. I have named the model with no edge deletion,

and no duplication the basic model, since this allows the least functionality for the user.

Conversely, the realistic model is the opposite: it implies the fewest limitations on user
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actions. Users of a social network would likely use the functionality of this model (e.g.,

duplication of some edges and the deletion of others); hence the notation realistic. Besides,

a worst and a best model also exist, which are also named from the user-centered point

of view. The best model allows a user to only decrease the number of his contacts, and

therefore causing more information loss to the attacker, therefore preserving more privacy.

The worst model only allows creating multiple connections between identities and acquain-

tances, therefore making "backups" of structural information, and helping identi�cation.

In this thesis group I dealt with the question how identity separation could be used to

defeat re-identi�cation at the network level. First, I analyzed resistance against seeding,

then against propagation phase. In the analysis of propagation phase, I dealt with a non-

cooperative setting, where users are considered to adopt identity separation independently

of each other. I also analyzed some cooperative settings, where cooperation is organized lo-

cally and globally in the network and the privacy-enhancing technique is adopted according

to collectively pursued strategies.

Thesis Group 2. I analyzed the possibility of defeating re-identi�cation by using identity

separation as a privacy-enhancing tool. Based on the models I proposed, I characterized

and analyzed attacker failure probability when identity separation is adopted against seeding.

With simulation experiments I analyzed multiple non-cooperative and cooperative identity

separation strategies to determine which approaches can signi�cantly decrease attacker recall

rates, or keep disclosure rates of private information at low levels.

Thesis 2.1. I provided the general formula of failure probability of global identi�cation

(seeding) when identity separation is used. Using this formula, I elaborated the lower es-

timate of failure probability for clique-based seeding, and for a seeding method identifying

top degree nodes. I showed with numerical analysis that there are e�cient strategies for

users to protect themselves with identity separation against these seeding methods.

Related publications: [J4]

The probability of failure of seeding for a node vn (based on the assertions of the model)

can be described by using the law of total probability as

P ("failure") = P (Y = 0) +

deg(vn)∑
y=1

P ("failure"|Y = y) · P (Y = y). (2)

This formula can be expanded based on the given user behavior model currently ana-

lyzed. The state-of-the-art attack compared 4-cliques in the seed matching phase. There-
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fore in the dissertation I provided the analysis of clique based seeding methods (keeping

the clique size as a parameter k) on two models: on the simpler basic model and with the

realistic model. I have shown that for both models there is a great variety of strategies

that lead to high failure probability (i.e., practically 1.0) even if only two partial identities

are used (later denoted as Y = 2). Fig. 5 shows an example on related parameter analysis,

where the underlying formula derived from (2) is the following:

PBclique("failure"|Y = y) =

1 +
∑

∀i∈[0,...,y]

pk−1i ·

( ∑
x′′1+···+x′′y=n−k+1

( (n− k + 1)!

x′′1! · . . . · x′′y!
· px

′′
1

1 · . . . · p
x′′y
y · e(k − 1, x′′i )

)
− 1

)
(3)

where pi probabilities (i.e., the probability of an edge is sorted to partial identity

indexed by i) provide the basis of a multinomial distribution (
∑
pi = 1).

I also provided the analysis of a seeding method (where formulas are derived from (2)),

where the attacker maps the top degree nodes of two networks as the initialization of the

de-anonymization attack. For a particular case, I showed that for the majority of nodes
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(80.4%) of the top 1000 nodes can have high failure probability even when using only two

partial identities. Using the approach and identity separation models I provided (in the

dissertation), similar failure probability analysis can be done on further cases of global

node identi�cation (or seeding) methods.

Thesis 2.2. I measured the sensitivity of the propagation phase of the state-of-the-art

attack against features of identity separation, and showed the attack is quite robust: a high

number of non-cooperating users need to participate to decrease the number of correctly

re-identi�ed nodes signi�cantly.

Related publications: [C2,J1,J3]

In order to be able to discover the strongest privacy-enhancing identity separation

mechanisms, I investigated the e�ciency of features in di�erent models against the Nar09

algorithm. First, I tested the sensitivity of node splitting by simulation of the basic model

(see Fig. 6 for results). Against initial expectations, the basic model turned out to be

ine�ective in stopping the attack: in all cases the majority of users (i.e., 50% and above)

needed to adopt the technique for stopping the attack.

I executed simulations with di�erent models allowing deleting edges (with Y = 2), and

found that recall rates strongly resemble results of the basic model while being a slightly
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better; thus, these models are also incapable of repelling the attack on the network level.

These results showed that another strategies need to be researched for stopping the attack

on the network level. Besides, disclosure rates showed promising results which I also further

investigated.

Thesis 2.3. I characterized several properties of non-cooperative identity separation. In

particular, I showed that even if the attacker changes the seeding method or seed size, he

cannot signi�cantly a�ect his results against identity separation used in the network.

Related publications: [C2,J2,J3]

Based on previous results, I analyzed further strategies of identity separation. One of

the most interesting �ndings is that using the basic model with Y = 2 is counterproductive:

such users have higher recall rates than the network average (detailed elaboration of this

issue is provided in the dissertation). In addition, I shown that even the best model with

Y = 5 (see Fig. 7) can preserve network privacy only when majority of users participate.

However, using strategies according to this model showed to provide an acceptable level of

data minimization: the attacker could only reveal less then 3% of information of the users

adopting the technique.

In coherence with the discussion related to Thesis 1.3, I analyzed multiple seeding
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methods as part of the attacker model. In these experiments, only minor di�erences were

observable when using di�erent seeding methods. However, due to their robustness ad-

vanced methods turned out to be a better choice in two cases: when a higher ratio of users

apply identity separation or if only a low number of seeds can be identi�ed. Corollary of

these �ndings is a malicious party can search for a seed set consisting of a low number of

nodes on a trial-and-error basis until large-scale propagation appears. In the dissertation I

provide details how stability of small seed sets vary w.r.t. the level of perturbation added

by identity separation. I also dealt with the opposite case, an attacker having a larger

seed set; it turned out that increasing the number of seed nodes cannot e�ectively increase

recall rates.

Beside these �ndings, I have analyzed several other aspects of identity separation for

which the details can be found in my dissertation.

Thesis 2.4. I showed that even for a simple local cooperation scheme, a lower number of

participants are enough to defeat re-identi�cation compared to the non-cooperative setting.

Related publications: [J1]

In previous measurements I showed that non-cooperative identity separation cannot de-

feat the attack on the network level. Therefore, I investigated multiple cooperative models,

focusing on the analysis of local cooperation �rst. I modeled a simple local cooperation

scheme including a sizing parameter n: a node is randomly selected, and then n− 1 nodes

are sampled from its neighborhood. One could expect that this scheme would provide

similar results as non-cooperative identity separation, as the scale of the e�ect of such

cooperation is small and limited regarding from a global point of view.

However, experiments proved the opposite. I evaluated this scheme for n ∈ {5, 10, 25}
with the basic model with Y = 2 and the best model with Y = 5. Results for n = 10

are shown in Fig. 8. In experiments with higher values of n, I showed that the minimum

number of required participants can be decreased.

Thesis 2.5. I showed that by using LTAA and LTAdeg as a global node-selection heuristic

for cooperative identity separation, the required number of participants is a small fraction

compared to the non-cooperative case. In addition, I showed that changing seeding method

or increasing seed set size cannot signi�cantly enhance the attacker's results.

Related publications: [J1�J3]

With simulations I experimentally analyzed global cooperation. I used measures of node

importance to select nodes for cooperation, for which I used two predictive measures on

re-identi�cation, LTAA and LTAdeg measures. In the measurements, nodes were selected
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Figure 8: The e�ect of local cooperation compared to the non-cooperative settings in the LJ66k dataset.

to adopt identity separation that had lowest LTAA or highest LTAdeg values. In both

cases the minimum number of participants for stopping the attack signi�cantly decreased

compared to the non- and locally cooperative cases as Fig. 9. E�ciency depending on

heuristics varied for networks, di�erences were not consistent with the correlation values

observed for the importance measures. As a conclusion, I concluded that using global

cooperation is advised for tackling the attack on the network level.

Further details on the evaluation are provided in the dissertation.

Thesis 2.6. I showed that both for non-cooperative and globally cooperative identity separa-

tion the participation of top degree nodes is crucial. Without their support, the performance

of protection of network privacy degrades rapidly.

Related publications: [C2,J1,J3]

Previous cases are based on the assumption that all users would adopt the technique

to stop the attack. However, in a real life scenario it is likely that only a subset of the

selected users would participate. Furthermore, the high degree nodes are the ones that

are more likely to skip cooperation, e.g., because such users do not want to divide their

audience. On the contrary, we could expect that these users to use less visible solutions,

such as decoys to hide their more privacy-sensitive activities.
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Figure 9: Comparison of results between cooperation organized by LTAA and LTAdeg in the best model,
Y = 5. Dashed lines represent results for LTAA, and solid ones are for LTAdeg.

I showed how it a�ects the overall results if a given percent of the top degree nodes

do not cooperate with others. I showed that even if only 1% of top degree users refuses

cooperation a signi�cantly larger ratio of users need to be involved for successfully tackling

the attack in all cooperation cases. For example, some results for the non-cooperative

setting are shown in Fig. 10, detailing both recall and disclosure rates in the Slashdot

network (best model, Y = 5). To the contrary, the best model provided acceptable results

for individual privacy. This leads to the conclusion that even if despite the best inten-

tion of participating users, network privacy could not be protected, their privacy will be

still preserved with high probability. I provide further details on the comparison in the

dissertation.

5.3 Evaluation of Individual Strategies

In Thesis Group 2 I showed that the state-of-the-art attack is robust against several

strategies of identity separation. While I also showed that there are cooperation models

allowing to stop the attack, these strategies are fragile: they need the participation of top

nodes. Therefore, in the last part of my dissertation I dealt with the analysis of individual

strategies that could improve previous results on individual privacy.
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Thesis Group 3. I showed that it is worth adopting identity separation even if only a

handful of users participates, and I provided a method for calculating the lower bound of the

probability of the discovery of partial identities. I proposed a variant of the k-anonymity

model for information hiding with identity separation, and showed its inapplicability. I

proposed another model for information hiding, called the y-identity model. I devised and

showed suitable strategies for di�erent types of attackers under this model.

Thesis 3.1. I showed that even if a handful of users adopt identity separation, their re-

identi�cation results stay proportional to measurements observed in networks where strate-

gies are adopted homogeneously. I proposed and successfully evaluated a method of targeted

information hiding, that uses decoy identities to compel the state-of-the-art attack algorithm

�nding non-relevant information.

Related publications: [C2,J3]

When looking for individual privacy-enhancing strategies for identity management, I

needed to know if a small set of non-cooperating users (even well below Vids = 0.1 which

was the typical smallest adoption rate in previous measurements) or a single user can use

identity separation to preserve privacy: it should be tested that if a node applies identity

separation then disclosure rates should stay low. I also examined disclosure rates for

cases when participation rates were low such as 1h, meaning only a few tens or around a

hundred of users using identity separation. Experiments resulted in approximately constant

disclosure rates for all models with proportional values observed in previous experiments.

Further details and results can be found in my dissertation.

Strategies discussed previously worked on statistical basis, and lacked user control: the

user could not decide what he wished to hide from the attacker. Thus, I proposed a simple

model by utilizing decoy identities. In order to apply the decoy strategy, �rst we need

to create a decoy node vPi (public pro�le) representing non-sensitive connections with the

goal of capturing the attention of attacker algorithm, assigned 90% of the acquaintances

vi has. Next, a hidden node vHi is created having the rest 10% of neighbors for modeling

sensitive relationships, and an additional 10% that overlaps with the neighbors of vPi .

From the user perspective, privacy-protecting nodes achieved of revealing little sensitive

information as shown in Fig. 11, which is even lower than using the best model with Y = 5

(e.g., compared to results in Fig. 7). Recall rates were typically small for hidden nodes,

less than 0.25% within all test networks. However, this simple model can be defeated when

the attacker optimizes for this speci�c user strategy. This fact motivated the research of
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Figure 11: Searching for the most e�ective privacy-enhancing strategies when applied by a few: results of
the decoy model.

new strategies that could be capable of achieving greater levels of uncertainty, such as

k-anonymity could do that.

Thesis 3.2. I designed a method for calculating the lower bound for the probability of the

discovery of partial identities with a simple modi�cation of the state-of-the-art attack. I

showed that even with this modi�cation only a fragment of partial identities can be found

and merged.

Related publications: [J1]

Two properties of the Nar09 algorithm prevented using the Nar09 algorithm to mea-

sure the lower estimates of the probabilities of �nding an identity. First, the this de-

anonymization attack could only produce one-to-one mappings, and according to my mea-

surements, the algorithm is quite deterministic in this. Which results in having information

on only the �nding probability of one of the partial identities. In order to circumvent this

problem, in the measurements of a particular user, I removed all partial identities but one.

This resulted in an accurate lower estimation how each identity can be found; obviously,

this can be topped by future algorithms or attackers using a wider range of auxiliary in-

formation than topology. This modi�cation could also be applied in a real attack: the

attacker �rst re-identi�es a node, then removes the mapping and runs the attack again.
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Figure 12: For the case of using two identities (Y = 2), re-identi�cation frequency was measured by
initializing with the random.25 and the top methods. The �gure shows that results depend on the seed
method used by the attacker, as in the case of the top method re-identi�cation rates were higher and
results were more consistent. As it is shown, identity separation could be reversed certainly only in less
than 15% of all cases.

In the experiments, for the basic model with Y = 2 identity separation could be reversed

approx. 15% of all cases which is high enough to worth considering. Results were more

promising for the best model setting, where the probability that a partial identity was

found at least once was 2.83%, and only 1.72% of identities was always found. I provided

some results in Fig. 12. Further details are in the dissertation.

Thesis 3.3. I proposed (k, 2)-anonymity, a variant of k-anonymity to be adopted individ-

ually for tackling re-identi�cation attacks. By evaluating K-AnonymizeNode, an algorithm

that sets a (k, 2)-anonymous setting for a given node, I showed that the concept of k-

anonymity cannot be applied e�ciently within the current context.

Related publications: [J1]

The de�nition of k-anonymity is based on the concept of quasi-identi�ers, which are

constructed from attributes of a data entity (e.g., user as a database row or a web browsing

agent). Attributes of a quasi-identi�er are not reckoned as explicit identi�ers, but being

used together can enable identi�cation.

De�nition 3. k-anonymity. A dataset is k-anonymous if for all entries there are at least
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Figure 13: Results from Epinions dataset with k = 2. While in almost half of the cases it was possible to
achieve anonymity for new identities with a very small neighborhood (c = 3) without modi�cation, this
was rather not possible for larger values of c. As the desired size of the neighborhood grew, the number of
edges to add also increased.

k-1 other entries with the same quasi-identi�ers [22].

As I found using overall network anonymization methods based on k-anonymity to

be unrealistic (e.g., these require consent of service provider), I analyzed a method for

applying k-anonymity on an individual basis regarding structural re-identi�cation attacks.

De�nition 4. (k, 2)-anonymity. A user vn ∈ G is (k, 2)-anonymous if there are at least

k-1 other (non-adjacent) users having exactly the same neighborhood, i.e.,

∃Ak = {vi : ∀vi ∈ V 2
n , Vi = Vn} → |A| = k,

where Vi denotes the neighbor set of vi, and V 2
i denotes the neighbors-of-neighbors of vi.

I have constructed an algorithm called K-AnonymizeNode, for �nding (k, 2)-anonymous

settings for users planning to apply identity separation. Beside parameter k the algorithm

also takes an input of c that gives the desired neighborhood size of the new k-anonymous

identity. If there are no users to propose, the algorithm tries to create new edges to meet

the criteria.
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With K-AnonymizeNode, I measured the possibility of (k, 2)-anonymity on 1, 000 nodes

randomly sampled in multiple networks. Some of my results are shown in Fig. 13, justify

that k-anonymity in this form cannot be applied to social networks. While in almost half

of the cases with c = 2 it was possible to achieve anonymity without adding edges, this

was rather not possible for larger and realistic values of c. Similar results can be observed

in other networks, and also when analyzing whether this property di�er as the network

size change or if greater values of k is applied.

Thesis 3.4. I designed the y-identity model as an alternative solution to k-anonymity. I

proved that di�ering strategies are the best against weak and strong attackers. I also proved

that the game theoretic equilibrium strategy proposed for strong attackers should be used

if the attacker is unknown (i.e., can be either weak or strong), as it has a feasible higher

bound on the expected privacy loss.

Related publications: [J1]

In the y-identity model the user creates y new identities and randomly assigns the

privacy sensitive information to one of the identities. Parameter y bounds the privacy

the user can have. It is assumed the user is rational and optimizes for the best applying

privacy-preserving settings. An important constraint for the attribute to be hidden is that

alternatives need to be credible to maintain plausibility, otherwise the attacker can easily

rule out false data and learn the sensitive one.

De�nition 5. y-identity. A users is considered to be acting according to the y-identity

model if he creates y separated identities (either in one or in multiple datasets), and assigns

randomly a privacy-sensitive attribute to only one of the identities, determined by a given

distribution.

We can model the attack process as follows. The attacker is rational, and aims for

revealing quality private information at large in two sequential steps. First, the attacker

uses a structural re-identi�cation algorithm for discovering the mappings between the pub-

lic identities of users and their separated identities in sanitized datasets. Then, after �nding

these mappings for a given user, the attacker makes a decision and either selects none, or

picks one of the partial identities to be valid (i.e., learn the sensitive information).

Focusing on a given user and the attacker, we can formally describe this process sim-

ilarly as a game. The player set P contains the user and the attacker. Initially, the user

creates a total of y new identities denoted as vn\i, and the one having the sensitive at-

tribute denoted v?n\i. The whole strategy set S can be de�ned as selecting one of the

identities the user has, either for storing the sensitive attribute (user) or for selecting it
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to be valid (attacker). In some cases the attacker only has access to S ′ ⊂ S. The user

decisions are modeled with P (R = i) = ri (
∑
∀i ri = 1), attacker decisions are modeled

with P (Q = i) = qi (
∑
∀i qi ≤ 1). Finally, utility values (or payo�s) are denoted as U .

We can de�ne two types of attackers:

1. Strong attackers, who are able to discover all y identities of a given user vn. The

attacker knows he has access to all identities of vn. As both the attacker and the

user knows all possible choices each other could make (both players know S), this
problem can be conveniently tackled with a game-theoretic approach to �nd the best

strategies.

2. Weak attackers, who are able to reveal some of the identities (even all of them), but

are uncertain if there are any additional identities. More formally, while the user

knows S, the attacker only has access to S ′ ⊆ S, and does not know if S ′ = S. While

this case could also be analyzed as a game (with signi�cantly higher complexity), here

we can also model the attacker as making decisions according to a given distribution

on the discovered identities. Best user strategy can be analyzed with an optimization

approach for minimizing the expected privacy loss.

For the analysis of strong attackers, I modeled the problem as the identity partitioning

game, that consists of a single-round between the attacker and the user, where none of the

players know the steps the other might have taken before. The Nash equilibrium [25] of this

game is a pair of strategies when none of the players can increase their payo� by modifying

only their strategies alone. It can be easily concluded that no pure strategy equilibrium

exists here. Fortunately, John Nash have proven that in �nite games a mixed strategy

should always exist [26], and with the following theorem I proved the exact probabilities

of the mixed equilibrium strategy.

Theorem 1. A mixed strategy Nash equilibrium exists in the identity partitioning game

(with a user having y separated identities), where the equilibrium strategy probabilities are

qi =
1
y , ri =

1
y (∀i).

The detailed proof is provided in the dissertation.

For the analysis of weak attackers, I assumed that the user can assess Pi, the discovery

probabilities respectively of vn\i, e.g., similarly to the method I proposed earlier related to

Thesis 3.2. However, calculating Pi values precisely can be a hard task in some cases; in

such a case, I proposed to stick to the solution proposed for unknown attackers.

Let the fact of the discovery be stored in the discovery vector m, where mi ∈ m

represents whether the ith identity was discovered or not (mi ∈ [0, 1], mi = 1 indicating
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the identity was found, and vice versa). Let re�ne the attacker decision distribution, and

introduce distribution vector denoted q
m
, where qmi ∈ q

m
denotes the probability that

the attacker accepts the sensitive information stored in vn\i (n.b. mi = 0 implies qmi = 0).

Using these notations, the expected privacy loss can be described as follows:

Ew[un] =
∑
∀m

((∏
∀j

((1−mj) + (−1)(1−mj) · Pj)
)
·
(∑
∀i
ri · qmi

))
· u−n (4)

where i, j ∈ [1, y]. Details on deriving the formula are provided in the dissertation.

However, this formula leads to an interesting advise regarding the best user strategy.

Theorem 2. Given a weak attacker with known q
m

vectors (for all m), a set of pure

strategies S ′ ⊆ S exists which should be used in order to minimize the expected privacy loss

Ew[un]. Strategies in S ′ can be used either as pure strategies or as mixed strategies.

The detailed proof is provided in the dissertation. The conclusion of Theorem 2 is that

in the case of weak attackers (w.r.t. the attacker model), in general it is advised to use

pure strategies instead of mixed ones. In some speci�c cases, when there are multiple,

equally good choices, mixed strategies can be based based on those strategies.

Now, let us seek an appropriate user strategy for the y-identity model against unknown

attackers. From this strategy, we can reasonably expect at least a similar level of expected

privacy loss compared to k-anonymity. In order to have that, I propose to use the equilib-

rium strategy ri =
1
y ; the following theorem proves that this choice leads to an estimated

privacy loss bounded by the expected privacy loss in case of k-anonymity.

Theorem 3. Given the attacker model but with no restrictions to the attacker type, using

ri =
1
y (∀i) as a mixed strategy has a threshold for the expected privacy loss as

E[un] ≤
u−n
y
.

The detailed proof of Theorem 3 is provided in the dissertation. This theorem shows

that despite generally pure strategies are proposed in case of weak attackers, it is yet

worth following the equilibrium strategy proposed against strong attackers, as the expected

privacy loss would still have a feasible higher bound.

6 Application of results

The results provided in Thesis Group 1 can be used in case of designing novel attacks

and protection schemes. The rest of the results (Thesis Group 2 and 3) provide the analysis
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of identity separation. These �ndings can serve as a useful guide for designing a client-

side application that supports identity separation in social networks. The resume of the

�ndings show how di�erent strategies could be used to achieve di�erent privacy goals. I

showed strategies which can e�ectively help achieving network privacy, despite the fact

that it is quite di�cult to achieve in some cases. However, I have also provided feasible

strategies that could be used for protecting information against the state-of-the-art attack,

while other strategies could help in case of even stronger attackers.
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